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Abstract
Yard 21 by Yunfei Zhang, M.F.A. Thesis, Rochester Institute of Technology 2011
An overview of the process of the proposal, production, and ultimate result of the
live-action documentary film，Yard 21.
The goal of Yard 21 on the technical level was to generate a story idea, develop the
idea, and produce and finish the film. The aesthetic purpose of Yard 21 is to evoke
a spiritual response from the audience as they watch these un-acclaimed
characters’ lives.
Included are the original proposal and developed proposal, schedule breakdown,
budget, editing schedule, final script, animation sequence samples, and frame
style samples.
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After a long time and hard work, finally, my thesis project Yard 21 is
completed very nicely. It is definitely the best documentary I have ever
made so far. I am very proud of it. Now, I would like to describe the
whole process and the relevant circumstances plus the precious
experiences that I have obtained from it.
Beginning in 2008, I had the idea to propose my thesis project as a
documentary to be shot in China.
The challenges I faced were finding an interesting subject to convince
the committee that the western audience would be interested in it and
understand it without any cultural disconnection.
As my thesis proposal approached, I had an idea of the subject. I
wanted to make a documentary of the patients in a Chinese hospital.
Medical care in China is a very big issue today, as it is in the US. For
this reason, there should not be much difficulty for the western
audience to understand the story even though it happens in China.
When I first pitched this idea in Skip Battaglia’s thesis preparation
class, he liked the idea very much. The only concern about it was if I
could get access to the institute and finish the shooting without any
interference from the hospital authority. I called my wife who is a doctor
in Beijing Union Hospital, which is the biggest hospital in China.
Quickly, my wife got back to me. She said it would be difficult for me to
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shoot there because the hospital authority did not think my project
would really help them. Then I abandoned this idea.
After researching, I think a biography documentary is also a good
subject. I have been paying much attention to Chinese painting these
years. So I asked myself, why don’t I make a documentary about a
Chinese painter? Then I conducted further research; I want to shoot a
person who is special in art as well as in personality. This person is well
known both in China and in the western world. Very quickly,
Chendanqing came to my mind.
Chen was born in Shanghai in 1953. When Chen was four years old, his
father was labeled "rightist" by the Chinese Communist Party. In 1968,
Chen learned oil painting by producing portraits of Chairman Mao to be
displayed in factories, which was the only safe way for anyone to paint
in public at that time. In 1970, Chen and many other young men from
“rightist” families were forced to travel from Shanghai to rural Jiangxi
Province to participate in re-education along with the farmers. During
those days, he worked very hard with the farmers. At night or on rainy
days, he drew portraits for the villagers on his notebook. In 1978, after
many years of closing, the China Academy of Fine Arts School opened
house to students again. Fortunately, Chen was accepted by the
graduate department. In 1980, Chen created the "Series painting of
Tibet."

It was regarded as a milestone in the history of Chinese

contemporary art.
Two years later, Chen moved to New York as a free artist. He exposed
himself to U.S. culture and free thought as a thirsty sponge since then.
In 2000, Chen returned to China and behaved as an independent
painter and social activist.
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The first time I met Chen was in 2001 when I worked for a biography
documentary program at China Central Television. He was charming,
funny, active, and thoughtful; he left me a very deep impression. Today,
he has gained public attention in China, not because of his painting,
but his frank and bold criticism of China's educational system. He is
even called the conscience of Chinese education.
I contacted him quickly when I decided to shoot a documentary about
him. Chen was in New York City at that time and he was interested in
my project and hoped to see more information about it.
When I proposed this project with Alan Rhodes as my chair, the thesis
proposal committee was a combination of supportive, and skeptical
about the idea. Some concerns were brought to light regarding my
ability to actually handle such a famous person with his full
cooperation throughout the whole shooting, as well as the equipment
usage. I found these two concerns to be reasonable. But since Chen has
already agreed with me, it should not be a big problem.
Regarding the equipment, I do have a doable plan. In 2009, I got the
chance to intern in Director Zengtian Sun’s production team during the
summer. The internship lasted almost three months from June to
August. Sun was very happy with my job and he said if I wanted to
shoot my thesis in China, he could help me with equipment.
Nonetheless, my attempt at having my thesis passed was accepted.
In May 2010, after the spring quarter screening, the long-awaited
summer vacation finally came. After an absence of more than 9 months,
I took advantage of this opportunity to return to China. After two years’
training, I could not wait to get started with my thesis pre-production
with all the skills and experiences I had obtained in SoFA at R.I.T. And
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based on my cultural background, shooting in China should be much
easier. I thought I could go very deep with the story and theme.
The first thing to do in China was to make a shooting schedule with
Chendanqing. Chen was very happy when he saw my project synopsis.
He said he would be free in late August so we can start shooting in
September. That time fit my schedule very well, too.
The second thing to do was to book all the equipment and crew. Then I
called director Sun. Director Sun graduated from Beijing Broadcasting
Institute (now Communication University of China) in 1983, majoring
in Cinema Photography. Since then, he has worked for China Central
Television (CCTV) for 26 years and produced nearly a hundred TV and
film documentaries.
In 2003, I graduated from Beijing Broadcast Institute. Sun was one of
my oral defense committee members. He appreciated my graduation
thesis very much. He also gave many constructive comments to me.
From that time on, I established a deep teacher/student friendship with
him. So, when I called Sun and told him I need equipment, he was very
generous and reserved a HD camera with a lighting package for me free
of charge. So the equipment issue was solved very easily.
I kept in touch with Chendaqing very often. I needed to make a feasible
and detailed shooting plan which fit both his schedule and mine so that
I could get all the footage I wanted without wasting our time. However,
as a successful artist, Chen is very busy with a very tight schedule. In
the middle of August, he told me he got an invitation from the Russian
government and he would travel around Russia for about three weeks
so our shooting must be postponed. That disrupted all my plans; I felt
very disappointed with his sudden change. I had already spent so much
time on this project and now I had to make the decision: Should I stick
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to this project and keep waiting for him? Or I should get a new project
and re-design everything?
I was very confused and frustrated. What should I do? It was the hottest
time of the summer. I hid in an air-conditioned room,

and racked my

brain for all kinds of possibilities for my thesis project. Usually I spent
the whole dull day in the room but came up with nothing. Then I walked
outside to get some fresh air. By this time, the huge temperature
difference between outside and indoors often made my spirit
absent-minded. I did not know whether I was in real life, or whether I
lived in an illusion.
Fortunately, my thesis chair Alan Rhodes was in Shanghai, China at
that time. We talked a lot on phone and he told me I did not have to
continue working with Chendanqing if Chen was too busy to give me
enough time for the shooting. I should find a new project to operate. He
heard there are many art zones in Beijing, such as 798, Songzhuang,
and Dashanzi. He suggested that maybe I could get some inspiration
from those areas. Alan said he could fly to Beijing to visit those art areas
with me to search for some good projects. That made me very happy.
Even though the result was not known yet, I did not have to struggle
with Chendanqing anymore.
Alan is a great teacher and filmmaker. We visited different art areas
such as 798 and Songzhuang in Beijing. We met with several groups of
artists, and visited different galleries and artist studios. Alan always
had fresh and active ideas about what we saw and who we met. He
suggested that I could make a documentary about those unknown
artists who do have time to work with me and do want somebody to pay
attention to their lives. After all, only very few artists are successful;
most of the artists in 798 or Songzhuang are struggling with their lives.
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They are eager to succeed. They are more creative than those artists
who have already been successful.
I thought that was a really good idea!
Contrary to my original expectation, my final thesis project came
unexpectedly from those unknown artists rather than a famous artist
such as Chendanqing. That’s filmmaking. You can never tell what will
happen to your project, and which way will be your final journey until
you walk on that road. However, there must be a way for you if you keep
searching and working on it, no matter how frustrating it may seem.
You just keep trying, never giving up.
After Alan left Beijing, I went to Songzhuang by myself many times.
Songzhuang is 25 kilometers east of Beijing's Tiananmen Square.
Nobody paid attention to Songzhuang before 1990.

It was only an

ordinary village in the rural area. It was even called the "appendix" of
Beijing. Things changed in 1995. When a large number of artists came
here from all over the country, Songzhuang became well known as the
"artist village." After 2000, the artists in Songzhuang were more widely
known, and Songzhuang became a legend. Today, about 4,000
freelancers engaged in painting, sculpture, and performance art live
here.

Songzhuang

has

become

synonymous

with

Chinese

contemporary and avant-garde art. Year after year, more and more
artists came to Songzhuang with their gold-rush-dreams. However, like
the pyramids, only very few of them can stay on the top and enjoy fame
and fortune.

Most of them still struggle on the bottom. They are the

“Cinderella” of the fairy tale.
My thesis will concentrate on such unknown artists who reside at the
bottom of the pyramids. They are poor, down and out, but above all,
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ambitious. Despite the fact that they have not sold even one piece of
work in many years, they still insist that they are the Van Gogh of China.
The only thing they need, according to them, is luck.
Alan proposed that I to find someone who is familiar with Songzhuang
and artists there to be my producer. This person could make all kinds of
contacts with the artists, arrange shooting locations and help solve the
problems during the shooting. With his help, I could concentrate on the
production and the story rather than the logistics.
I was lucky. I met Yueshang after I visited Songzhuang many times. I
talked with him in detail about my thesis will be. He was very interested
in my project and was more than happy to help with my shooting.
However, he did not want to be my producer, since he was a freelancer
and hated to be given any title. I was fine with that. What I need was
some help, not a so-called producer.
Yueshang was really the person to help me. Things turned out to be
very easy after I found him. He has lived in Songzhuang for many years,
and he was familiar with many artists there. He knows who is funny
and who is boring; he knows who has ambition and who is demoralized.
He knows everything in Songzhuang!
With Yueshang’s help, I met with all kinds of artists in Songzhuang.
Some are painters, some are musicians, some are performance artists,
some are sculptors, and some are poets. The advantage of meeting with
all these kinds of people is significant. Eventually, my shooting idea
became more and more clear. After meeting with fifty people, I thought
that was enough for me to make the final decision. I want to shoot three
painters living in yard 21 in Beisi, Songzhuang. Their lives, their
paintings and their relationships with each other seem very interesting
to me. The artist who named Wangshijun is the leader of the three; Ye
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always stays with Wang as his attendant; Ren is more thoughtful than
Wang and Ye. Ren is also the only one of three who quit drinking and
stays with his wife.
The landlord of the three thinks they are fools; the farmers living next to
them think they are madmen, cursing and fighting every day, but not
painting; and their families think the real reason they stay in
Songzhuang is that they want to avoid their family responsibilities.
However, the three stubbornly believe that they are engaged in an
artistic creation. They are the most serious contemporary Chinese
artists. They will never compromise for the market. One day, their
works will be recognized worldwide.
It is hard to locate their identity accurately. Between art and life, which
one is true to them? Out of happiness and depression, which one is
their real life situation? Are they the victims of art or the defenders of it?
Perhaps they are nothing. Perhaps they are living in their dreams;
perhaps they are just asleep.
Wang, Ye and Ren are three vivid lives. They will give my thesis a very
professional look and theme!
I talked on the phone with Alan about my idea and he was happy that I
found something interesting as well as doable. I also talked with
Shuping Zhao who is my committee member. Shuping is a professor at
Communication University of China. From theoretical to practical
application, I talked with Shuping about my idea. She answered my
concerns and questions with detailed explanation based on her many
years of production experience, which widened my field of vision greatly
with my thesis. She suggested for me to stay in yard 21 with the three
artists for a while, become familiar with them, observe them, and think
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about the shooting style as well. The more I get to know them, the easier
my shooting will be and the deeper the film will go. She is absolutely
right.
I stayed with the three in yard 21 for two weeks before my shooting. I
took no camera or crew; It was just myself, staying there every day,
eating with them, drinking with them and observing them.
Two weeks later, we were all very good friends. They liked me not
because I was a filmmaker, but because I was their friend.

They

shared their experiences with me, made jokes with me and they took me
in as one of their family members.
It was ready to shoot, I thought. It was a good time to take the camera
and my shooting crew in!
The beauty of shooting in the US is that I can get filming crew very
easily from school. Here at School of Film and Animation, everyone is
making movies. However, in China, I needed to find someone to crew for
me. I even needed to pay them for their work. All I needed for my project
was a very good cinematographer who was easy to work with, and could
catch most of the important moments very quickly and accurately. My
friend Jinsheng is a very good cinematographer. I worked with him
many times several years ago and I thought he was the best candidate
for the project. I called Jinsheng and met with him at my home. He was
very interested in the project. However, his wife was pregnant and
would be giving birth very soon. So he did not think he could stay with
me during all the shooting dates. That was really a problem.
Fortunately, Jinsheng had a very good friend named Liubin who was a
good DP too. I met with him, watched his portfolio and was very sure he
could handle my shooting pretty well. The only regret was that he could
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not work for free. He needed to make money as a professional shooter.
My production principle was very simple: as a student filmmaker, I
must control the budget to a very low standard. However, when
spending money is really necessary, I will not hesitate.
Then I made the decision very quickly: Liubin would be my
cinematographer, and I would pay him ¥500 (around$70) per day,
which was a really decent rate. He would also bring a sound mixer to
the production crew. They had worked together for a long time and had
very good communication on the set. That was great for me.
The shooting dates were firmly locked from Sep 29th to Oct 7th. Before
the shooting, I got the HPX camera from director Sun and then went to
Songzhuang yard 21 with Liubin. The reason why I did this was that I
wanted to do some test shooting to make sure Liubin could operate this
camera very well and could get familiar with the location at the same
time.
Finally, we started the shooting. As a small production unit, I had three
crews, a cinematographer, a sound mixer/boomer and myself as a
director. Sometime, my friend Liuzhao came to the shooting location
and worked as the second shooter with his small HD camera.
The shooting process was not that complicated, but it was very tedious.
We worked almost 12 hours per day. After getting up in the morning, we
turned on the camera and started shooting. Only after the three
characters went to bed, we turned off the camera and finished that
day’s work. Maybe that’s also the beauty of documentary filmmaking:
you can never tell what will happen next; sometimes nothing great
happen at all; sometimes something will really surprise you and make
you so excited.
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Most of the shooting happened in yard 21, while others took place in
Songzhuang or Beijing City. All we did was to follow the three, and
observe them; we seldom interrupted their lives. We just recorded what
we saw, what we heard, what were they happy for and what they were
sad for.
The camera has six p2 cards. Four of the cards are 32G; two of them are
16G. Most of the days, we used all of the 6 cards and then transferred
the footage to my computer so that we could delete the cards and shoot
more. The whole process was just like fighting in a war: you must be
very careful with situation, you don’t want to miss any nice moments
and you do not want to make any mistakes with transferring. You must
be very careful with everything.
Working with the artists was also a very subtle process. When they were
happy, they were totally open to the shooting. They would tell me:
Yunfei, shoot whatever you want to shoot; use whatever you want to use.
However, when they were not happy, they would say: why are you guys
here? What do you want to do with all this footage? You should pay us
for the shooting. Stop filming, leave here….
I had to be very patient with the characters especially when they were
drunk. However, on the other side, there would always be very
surprising and interesting things that happened after they were drunk.
Even though they were mean to the production crew when they were
drunk. I still think it was a pretty good deal for me. I got the footage I
wanted, which can reveal what is on their minds and who they really
are.
Nine days of shooting finished eventually. The hours of the footage
totaled twenty hours. I bought two 1T hard drives to double save all the
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footage. I thought I got all the footage I wanted. Most of them were
drinking and talking scenes. Some of them were conflict scenes, either
between the three characters or between the other artists living in
Songzhuang. Wang, the main character, got sick after the landlord of
yard21 told him the house need to be evacuated. I thought this was a
pretty good ending for the whole story. Wang had lived in yard 21 for
seven years, which was quite a long time.
I did not concentrate the shooting on Songzhuang. Only the last day, we
shot Songzhuang--the village-- without the three characters. For me,
Songzhuang was only a background. It was only the establishment of
the whole story, not the core. One day of shooting was enough.
I still remember very clearly how nervous I was on the flight back to the
U.S. I carried luggage with me in which there were two big hard drives
containing all the footage I got from the shooting. I could not even
believe that I had already done the whole shooting so perfectly!
Justin Potter is a senior student at SoFA. He will graduate as an editor.
Following the rule of craft track, Justin needs to edit two films to fulfill
the requirements of the BFA degree. My thesis film is one of his thesis
projects.
We e-mailed each other often during the time I was in China and talked
a lot about the editing of my thesis. Considering the large amount
footage I have, he wants to get started with the editing as soon as
possible. The biggest issue to him is the language. All the characters
talk in Chinese and Justin does not know even one word of Chinese.
How can he edit the film if he does not know totally what the characters
are talking about?
Justin and I got started the post-production at Week 4 of the winter
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quarter. The first thing we did was to find a way to work together in
which he felt comfortable and easy. We had to solve the language
problem. Mark Foggetti is Justin’s thesis chair. He suggested us to give
the footage to a company to do the translation before the editing.
However, that would cost lots of money which I could not afford at all.
My thesis chair Alan Rhodes suggested us to do the translation by
ourselves. He did have this kind of experience when he worked on his
film Buried Land. The film was shot partially in Bosnia and the
characters spoke in Bosnian. Alan showed me in Final Cut Pro system
how he did the translation. My editing turned out to be very successful.
After we found a way to work, things were much easier. We sat in the
edit suite side by side to import all the twenty hours of footage into Final
Cut Pro system.
It was an enormous and difficult job which took a long time. Unlike me,
Justin still needs to take some courses to get more credits towards his
graduation. We made a working schedule which fits both his personal
schedule and mine. With this schedule, we meet four days per week in
the edit suite to import the footage and also make the log information.
Back to the shooting days, I did not make a shooting log because I did
not have time to do that at the busy shooting set. I needed to observe
the whole situation and figure out what was important to the film. I
concentrated on making decisions rather than making the shooting log.
For the post-production, we do need a very complete log record, with
which we can find all the footage we want for the editing very quickly.
The logging process is also a very necessary process for us to see what
shots we have and which shots are really useful. Usually, we watch
every single shot together, and then I translate all the conversation in
this shot in English, then Justin writes it down with more native
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English in the computer. This process cost us more than six weeks. We
got sixty five pages of log information, which was the longest paper
Justin has ever written. After the logging, Justin got a basic idea what I
shot and how to edit scenes with a clear storyline.
In the winter break, Justin went to Peru for a vacation. I went to New
Orleans to take a break. We both needed fresh air after the long logging
process and got ready for the next step---rough cut.
I appreciated the New Orleans trip. The storyline came to mind clearer
when I bathed in New Orleans’ spring breeze.
With the log information in the computer, the rough cut was much
easier than we thought. Then only thing that confused us was the
structure of the film. We have three characters in the film. We are pretty
sure that Wang should be the main character. However, we are not sure
about Ren: should we keep two storylines and make Ren the second
storyline? Or we just keep Wang as the only story line with Ren playing
a small part in it? We struggled a lot with this issue. Alan suggested for
us to keep one story line so that the western audience could follow the
story much more easily. If we keep two lines in a short film where all the
characters are Chinese, the audience may be confused with the story.
Alan’s suggestion was very valuable. However, Justin and I still did not
want to abandon the second story line, because Ren sometimes was
very strong in emotion and was more thoughtful than the other two
characters.
We decided to edit one scene with Ren as the main character to see
what it would look like.
We edited a scene called “corn crushed” and Justin screened this scene
in his sound class and got very good feedback. Most of the students in
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the class liked the scene and thought the conflict in this was powerful.
However, some of the students thought this scene was a little bit
isolated from the main story. If we do want to keep it as one of the story
lines, we must give the audience more information about this person.
That may make the film very long.
We do not want to make the film too long, so we made the decision: keep
only one main story line, and Wang will be the only main character in
the story.
We got the rough cut in Week 4 of spring quarter. It was 43 minutes
long. Alan wanted us to screen the film to a Chinese audience and
American audience separately to get feedback. So in Week4, I invited
some Chinese audience members to watch the rough cut in the edit
suite without English subtitles. This preview was really helpful. The
Chinese audience liked the film very much. They also gave us some
good suggestions and feedback. Most of them think Ren still has too
much time in the film and that really distract them from the main story.
They said, additionally, that some small scenes are not necessary for
the film and should be deleted.
We screened the film for an American audience in Alan’s class with
English subtitles in Week 5. This screening was also worthwhile and
helpful. We also got much valuable feedback from this screening. Alan,
as my chair, gave me lots of very smart and doable suggestions about
the story.
In Week 6 and Week 7, Justin and I stayed in the edit suite four days a
week to do the final cutting based on all the feedback we got from the
screenings. We tightened the story and changed some shots, which
made the film flow much better. Then we did the sound work and color
correction in Week 8.
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Eventually, the film was completed very nicely!
I learned a lot from the whole production process of this project. It is
really a very special and valuable experience!
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Not only a Painter
Graduate Thesis Proposal
By Yunfei Zhang
30 minutes

Approved for Submission By:

Rhodes, Alan
Thesis Advisor
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Rationale
At the end of the 17 century, philosopher Gottfriend Wilhelm von
Leibniz (1646.7.1.—1716.11.14.) once made a very famous declaration
which says “No two leaves are ever exactly alike.”
So are human beings. As individuals, no two people in the world are
exactly the same.
This is the beauty of biographical documentary.
The protagonist of my film is a painter who has unique art style. His
painting "The Shepherd" was sold for five million U.S. dollars at an
auction in 2007.
Meanwhile, he is also a writer with profound thoughts, and also a public
social activist who criticizes China's educational system in public. He is
even called the conscience of Chinese education because of his frank and
bold criticism of China's educational system.
From urban to rural settings, from Beijing to New York, his unique
experiences shaped his unique temperament and personality.
His name is Chen Danqing.
My duty as a director in this film is to choose carefully the different
aspects of his life and show them to the audience through meticulous
editing. I will be a quiet “scribe” rather than an “interloper”. All his
uniqueness and floweriness as an individual will come out through
himself automatically.
In this film, a human being is a human being. He is not a symbol, not
an additive, not some abstract interpretation of theory. He is the core of
the entire story and the support point of the whole structure.
On the other hand, of course, people are social beings. Everyone is a
basic element of the whole society. No human existence could be
divorced from social and historical background. Our concern about the
people must revolve around human activities in the society. For
example, how does a person relate with others around him, and how
does he react to the entire society?
The film's focus is on a specific individual—Chend Danqing. However, it
doesn’t mean he lives in a vacuum. I will put the fresh and changing
19

Chinese society as his foreground and background.
In short, the guiding ideology of this film is: the protagonist will be
shown in front of the camera just like a leaf from a lush tree. We will
appreciate its shape and texture context in different light conditions as
well as different colors and grace in the changing seasons.
In my future work, I may be developing this film into a Chinese artists’
series.
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Synopsis
Film Style: interview combine with snap shooting
Film length: 30 minutes.
As a painter, writer and dissident, Chen has a very wide life radius. The
beginning of the film will be one particular event selected from his
activities. It could be the auction of his paintings, signed booksellers or
his speech criticizing the Chinese educational system. And then the
story will go backward from this event.
The principal shooting location will be Beijing, China. Chen has lived
there most of the time since 2000.
Considering Chen lived in New York City for 18 years from 1982 to 2000,
no doubt, Chen’s painting, writing and free thought links with NYC
inextricably. Based on this consideration, I will try my best to persuade
him to return New York City shortly. I will follow him, shoot his
activities, interview his friends, and document the gallery which sell his
works and most importantly, review his 18 years’ experience in NYC.
Different from shooting other dead famous people, the ending of this
film will be a challenge. For now, I have no idea how to end Chen’s story.
But I believe I will get a perfect ending for this film in the future through
the shooting .
Opportunities:
I may meet many other unique and interesting artists through shooting
this film and make this project to be an artists’ series in the future.
Possible problems:
As an artist, Chen is sensitive. With regard to some topics which are
attractive to the audience but private to himself, he may refuse to talk
or to be interviewed. Meanwhile, in view of Chen’s social awareness and
his non-cooperation with the government, any interview or report
associated with Chen including this film may be prohibited or
monitored by the security department of the government.
Strategy for the Problems:
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Do the pre-production as much as possible and communicate with
Chen adequately before the shooting. I have no control over possible
monitoring from the government； it’s in God’s hands.
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A Brief Resume of Chen Danqing
1953, Chen was born in Shanghai.
1957, when he was 4 years old, his father was labeled "rightist" by the
Chinese Communist Party.
1968, Chen learned oil painting by producing portraits of Chairman
Mao to be displayed in factories, which was the only safe way for anyone
to paint in public at that time.
1970, Chen and many other young men from “rightist” families were
forced to travel from Shanghai to rural Jiangxi Province to participate in
re-education along with the farmers. During those days, he worked very
hard with the farmers. At night or on rainy days, he drew portraits for
the villagers on his notebook.
1978, after being closed for many years, the China Academy of Fine Arts
School opened house to students again. Fortunately, Chen was
accepted by the graduate department.
1980, Chen created the "Series painting of Tibet." It was regarded as a
milestone in the history of Chinese contemporary art.
1982, Chen moved to New York as a free artist. He exposed himself to
U.S. culture and free thought as a thirsty sponge since then.
2000, Chen returned to China and was appointed as professor and
doctoral supervisor of Tsinghua University, the most prestigious
university in China.
2007, Chen resigned from Tsinghua University because he could not
agree with China's current education system.
2007—now, Chen lives as an independent painter and social activist.
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More Information about Chen Danqing
Adopted  from  “The  Redundancy” by Chen Danqing:
“When I was fifteen, I borrowed a printed work of Leonardo da Vinci
from a friend of mine. Because I had to return it very soon, I spent the
whole night without sleeping to copy it. I stuck it on a post board with
rice grains when I finished. I thought my drawing was as good as
Leonardo da Vinci is.”
“Today’s education in China is killing young students rather than
educating them. Today, Chinese youth don’t have wildness, don’t have
strength, don’t have creativity. They lack of the essential characters of
human beings.”
Reactions to The Book
Liu Ruilin, Chen’s editor:
“Full of wit and humor, with a very special style. It will give you the
feeling of breathing oxygen deeply.”
Li Xianting, critic
“His paintings have a very gentle and quiet, but crazy insaneness.”
Other Books by Chen danqing
A Journal of Music, 2002
The Redundancy, 2003
The Regression, 2005
A Journal of New York, 2007
The Sequel to Regression, 2007
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References Films to This Film：
Eroll Morris
Fog of War
Thin Blue Line
Werner Herzog
Grizzly Man
Land of Silence in Darkness
God’s Angry Man
Ross McElwee
Sherman’s March
Agnes Varda
The Beaches of Agnes
Jennifer Baichwal
Manufactured Landscapes
Jian Zhangke
24 Cities”
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The Developed Proposal
Live In the Modern Appendix
25 kilometers east of Beijing's Tiananmen Square, there is a village
called Songzhuang.
Nobody paid attention to Songzhuang before 1990. It was only an
ordinary village in the rural area, called the "appendix" of Beijing.
Things changed in 1995. When a large number of artists came here
from all over the country, Songzhuang became well-known as the "artist
village."
After 2000, the artists in Songzhuang were more widely known, and
Songzhuang became a legend.
Today, about 3,000 freelancers engaged in painting, sculpture, and
performance art live here. Songzhuang has become synonymous with
Chinese contemporary and avant-garde art.
Year after year, more and more artists came to Songzhuang with their
gold-rush-dreams. However, like the pyramids, only very few of them
can stay on the top and enjoy fame and fortune. Most of them still
struggle at the bottom. They are the “Cinderella” of the fairy tale.
My film will concentrate on such three unknown artists who reside at
the bottom of the pyramids. They are poor, down and out, but above all,
ambitious.
Despite the fact that they have not sold even one piece of work in many
years, they still insist that they are the Van Gogh of China. The only
thing they need, according to them, is luck.
Their landlord thinks they are fools; the farmers living next to them
think they are madmen, cursing and fighting every day, but not
painting; and their families think the real reason they stay in
Songzhuang is that they want to avoid their family responsibilities.
However, the three stubbornly believe that they are engaged in an
artistic creation. They are the most serious contemporary Chinese
artists. They will never compromise for the market. One day, their
works will be recognized worldwide.
It is hard to locate their identity accurately. Between art and life, which
one is true to them? Out of happiness or depression, which one is their
26

real life situation? Are they the victims of art or the defenders of it?
Perhaps they are nothing. Perhaps they are living in their dreams;
perhaps they are just asleep.
They are three vivid lives, the parasites of the “index” of Beijing.
But in a film, that’s enough!
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Thesis Project Schedule Breakdown
Spring 2010 Propose
March 24th--Brainstorm story concept and elements and begin writing rough draft
of treatment
April 8th--Meet with Faculty advisor
April 12th--Revise treatment and meet with faculty advisor again
April 2oth--Finalize Budget Breakdown, timeline and treatment for approval
May 3rd--Propose in Graduate Seminar
Summer 2010 PRE-PRODUCTION
Meet with the interviewee and talk about the shooting schedule
Look into possible grants/fundraising
Lock crew and think about shooting style
Research on equipments rental
Plan logistical concerns for fall shooting
Fall Quarter 2010 PRODUCTION (IN CHINA)
Week
1

Begin shooting

2

shooting

3

shooting

4

shooting

5

shooting

6

shooting

7

shooting

8

shooting

9

shooting

10

shooting

11

shooting

Winter Quarter 2010 PRODUCTION/POST-PRODUCTION
Week
1

Shooting

2

Shooting

3

Review footage/Think about any need for pickups

4

Back to R.I.T to start editing

5

Continue editing

6

Continue editing

7

Finalize rough edit and make English subtitles

8

Begin working with composer

9

Record Music/ADR
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10

Sync and lock picture with music

11

Screen fine cut with sound at screenings

Spring Quarter 2011 POST-PRODUCTION/DISTRIBUTION
Week
1

Make changes based on comments from screenings

2

Make changes based on comments from screenings

3

Make changes based on comments from screenings

4

Tighten up editing, transitions

5

Tighten up editing, transitions

6

Finish film

7

Begin looking into Film festival submissions

8

Duplicating and burning DVDs for Festivals/Archives

9

Festival Applications

10

Festival Applications

11

Final Screenings
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BUDGET
Account

#

Account Description

QTY

UNIT

DAYS

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

COST

100

Story / Script

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

200

Lead Talent

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

0.00

0.00

Gaffer

1

20.00

20

400.00

Sound Mixer/
Boom Operator

1

20.00

20

400.00

Director/

300
Production
Personnel

Cinematographer

800.00
4
400

500

Travel/
Location
Expenses

Production
Equipment

5.00

20

400.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Food
Accommodation
Location Fees
Mileage/Fuel

600

0.20

200.00

Petty Cash

4

50.00

200.00

1

50.00

20

1000.00

1

20.00

20

400.00

2

20.00

20

400.00

800.00
1800.00

Camera Package
Sound Gear
Lighting

Sound & music
Composer

1

800

Graphics & Titles

1

900

Editing
Editor

1

1000

Mastering, Archiving,
Distribution and duplication
Media DVD

20

1100

Festival Entrance Fees

600

150.00

150.00

IN Kind

0.00

0.00

IN KIND

0.00

0.00

700

100.00

300.00
3950.00
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Justin Potter & Yunfei Zhang
Thesis Project Editing Schedule
2011 Winter Quarter/ Spring Quarter

Monday 5:00pm-10:00pm
Tuesday: 10:00am-6:00pm
Wednesday: Break
Thursday: 1:00pm-8:00pm
Friday: 2:00pm-8:00pm
Saturday: 10:00am-6:00pm
Sunday: Break
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Final Script

Yard 21
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Scene 1: You could be a model!
DIALOGUE

Stumpy:
You could be a model! You
have great muscles!
Frank: Oh, do I? Really?
Stumpy: You could be a
figure drawing model!
Frank: Bye-bye.

VISUALS

SOUND

Fade in
Black title card with
white words:
25 Kilometers east of
Beijing ’s Tiananmen
Square, there is a village
called Songzhuang. The
village is internationally
known for Chinese
contemporary and
avant-garde art, and today
it is home to some 4,000
artists…

Chinese Pop
music

A map of Songzhuang, The
gate of Songzhuang with
traffic lights, CU of the
character” Song”,      A  
moving shot of a statue in
the center of Songzhuang,
the busy road, a big sign
over the street, CU of
hands sanding the canvas,
CU of hand stapling,
medium shot of a boy with
frames, a big sign on the
street, an old lady standing
in front of many signs, pan
from sky to a yard door, CU
of the number 21 on the
door, many angles of Frank
peeing and taking shower,
Frank sings naked, zoom
out, Stumpy is sitting in the
yard and watching him.
Frank dancing naked with a
towel, Frank walks into his
room.
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Title page/scene 2
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND

Film Title: Yard 21

Cooking
sound

EXT.YARD.DAY
CU of a pot with meats on
cooking
Frank:Hey, that’s  too  much  
white. Add some yellow.
Here is some tofu to put in.
Frank: Van Gogh never ate
like this!
Stumpy: No, he  didn’t,  but  
we  don’t  drink  his  wine  
either!

Frank: I’ve  never  even  
publicly sold one painting
Yet  I’m  still  
famous…famous  for  
drinking.
My rent is four months past
due
And yet I am much better
than most of my friends. I
get a ¥1000 pension per
month.

Wide shot:
Frank is walking towards
the camera, singing a
Chinese folk song. Stumpy
sits in foreground while Ian
is painting in background.
Medium shot: Frank puts
tofu to the pot.
Medium to CU: Frank is
painting.
Interview of Frank
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Scene 3: Why we come to Songzhuang
DIALOGUE

Frank: You know, SZ is like
a hooker, even though she
sells herself, still she is a
woman. And since you have
a dick, you want to go up to
her.  That’s  what  arts  means  
here. The only reason she
sells herself, is to make a
living. Being  alive  is  what’s  
important.
Ian: For me, SZ is an excuse.
I came here without feeling
guilty for evading my family
responsibility. This is like
Yan’an  was  for  CCP.
Frank: That’s  not  why  I’m  
here.
Ian: Well,  I’m.  I’m  not  here  
for drinking.
Frank: So who is better,
Pollock or Van Gogh? Isn’t
that an essential question?
Stumpy: Well, without
talking about their styles,
they have the same
sincerity. So stop
comparing them.
Frank: OK,  let’s  shake  on  it.  
So which one of us is Van
Gogh? Fuck you! I want to
be Van Gogh. Maybe I could,
but  I  don’t  think  so.
Stumpy: I came here for
the first time in June. The
walls were newly painted.
It looks very beautiful in the
sunlight.  That’s  why  I  like  it  
here. And then I decided to
stay.

VISUALS

SOUND

Animation sequences
Why we come to
Songzhuang
EXT. Yard
Frank, Ian, and a friend sit
at the table. They are
drinking.
Interview with Frank
Interview with Ian
Medium shot: Frank
interviews Stumpy outside
of the yard with corn in
background.

Music
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Scene 4: I’m  not  a  fart!
DIALOGUE

Frank sings a folk song.
Frank: I’m a sinner. I
sinned the moment I was
born.
Frank: pay attention to my
painting.  I  don’t  care  if  you  
have to drop your
camera…just  don’t  let  me  
painting flow over. Look,
I’m  such  a  star. Make sure
you draw the bottle too.
Frank: You know, my
father died when I was
seven. I think he abandoned
his responsibility. He left
his wife and kids behind.
Motherfucker!
Director: How did your
father die?
Frank: Don’t  ask  me  that.
Frank: He hanged himself.
Frank: Do  what  you’ve  
gotta do.
Frank: OK, that makes me
feel better.
Frank: It’s  fucking  great!
You need to paint at least
three of these. I think we
have enough canvases.
Frank: So fucking great!
This is what I expect!
I’m  not  kidding  you.
Frank: Hey, be careful, the
wind, wind!!
Frank: This is the life!

VISUALS

SOUND

Animation sequences

Music

EXT. YARD.DAY
Wide angle: Blue sky with
clouds moving.
CU: brushes and canvas
Frank walks towards a
stool.
Ian sits in front of the
painting frame.
Ian is drawing in
foreground, Frank in
background.
CU: the canvas and Ian.
Frank laughs
Frank opens a beer with the
stool.
Frank sits in foreground
while Ian in the
background.
CU: brushes moving on the
canvas.
Medium shot of Frank.
Frank smokes and then
throws the cigarette. He
drinks beer.
Wide  shot:  Frank’s  
paintings fall down in wind
He puts it up.
Wide angle: Frank walks to
Ian and watches the
unfinished painting. He was
surprised.
Wide angle: Frank crouches
in foreground, while Ian
moves the canvas in
background.
Pan down from a tree to
Frank.
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Scene 4: I’m  not  a  fart!-continue
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND

Ian: Look at me!
Frank: It’s  too  bright  to  
open my eyes.
Frank: Be subjective, not
objective! Black, white,
strong contrasts!
I’m  always  teaching  you.
But  I’m  just  a  fart…how  can  
a fart teach an ass?
Frank: In my  brother’s  eyes,  
I’m  just  a  fart.
Ian: That’s  what  you  are.  
Just a fart!
Frank: how could I just be a
fart?
Frank: This is the best
work  you’ve  done.  Don’t  
over use the wavy lines. It
would be much better if you
could…use  the  wavy  lines  
with more purpose. But the
colors complement each
other…  and  the  contrast  is  
good. This is really great
work.

EXT. YARD.DAY
Wide angel: Frank sits in
the stool, while Ian works
in the background.
Medium: Frank is directing
Ian how to paint.
CU: Ian is painting.
Zoom out from Frank to a
wide angle.
Wide angle: Canvas in
foreground on focus, Frank
in background out of focus.
High angle: blue sky with
moving clouds.
CU: Pan from the bottom of
the finished painting to the
top.
Wide angle: Frank is
critiquing the painting.
CU: the colors on the canvas,
from out of focus to on
focus.

Ambiences:
Wind,
Airplane
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Scene 5: See,  that’s  contemporary  art  for  you!
DIALOGUE

A Philosopher:
Every person is
irreplaceable. He is
irreplaceable in the whole
universe. In anthropological
terms…don’t  interrupt  me!  
What are you trying to do?
I’m  talking, even the CCP
doesn’t  forbid  me  from
talking. How can you?
The shirtless guy:
It’s  simple,  I  want  to  talk.

VISUALS

SOUND

Animation sequence: See,
that’s  contemporary  art  for  
you!

Music
Pop music
Guitar
Drums

EXT.ANOTHER YARD.DAY
Wide angel: The camera
follows a man with guitar
as the three enter a yard for
a party.
Medium: The man plays
guitar and sings. Frank and
Ian are watching.
Medium and high angle:
Stumpy is watching.
Medium: A shirtless guy
pretends to fight with
another guy.
CU: Ian plays a drum.
Wide angel: People are
taking beers off a cart.
CU: A hand holds a drum.
Medium: Shaking beer
bottles.
CU: Frank watches. Ian
watches too.
Camera pans from a white
beard old man to the singer
and the shirtless guy. They
are singing.
Medium: a philosopher is
talking. The shirtless guy is
dancing in front of him. He
blocks the philosopher
totally.
Medium: The shirtless guy
approaches the philosopher
and talks with him.
CU to Medium: The
philosopher is angry and he
stands up. The shirtless guy
grabs the microphone.
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Scene 5:  See,  that’s  contemporary  art  for  you!-continue
DIALOGUE

The philosopher:
Fine then, talk.
T shirtless guy:
I made him angry.
Philosopher: See,  that’s  a  
contemporary artist!
Shirtless:
I  didn’t  mean  to…I  want  to  
subvert normality.
Philosopher:
You do it without purpose!
Shirtless guy:
You’re  too  fucking old!
Philosopher: Do you want
to fight me?
People in background: No!
Don’t  do  that!
Philosopher:
You bully an old man.
Shirtless guy: No, I just
want to talk!
Philosopher:
So talk then.
Shirtless guy:
I say we need to live
healthier. I’m  not  finished  
yet! Yeah, healthier, and
more awake.
Philosopher: But without a
soul,  you’re…only  as  
healthy as a pig!
Shirtless: Yes, Nothing
wrong with that!

VISUALS
EXT. ANOTHER YARD.DAY
Wide angel: The
philosopher and the
shirtless guy stand in
foreground, while other
people sit in background
watching. The shirtless guy
takes the chair from the old
man, and flips it over
upside down on the ground.
The philosopher prepares
for the fighting.
Medium: Another old man
with a long white beard
comes to take the
microphone. The shirtless
guy stops him.

SOUND
Music
Guitar
Drums
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Scene 6: What do you think about four seasons?
DIALOGUE

Stumpy voice over:
The entrance fee for this
show is ¥3,000. My father
paid  for  it.  And  I  haven’t  
told my wife yet. She
doesn’t  want  my  parents  to  
take care of us.
Which season do you
prefer?
I like spring and summer.
Because during those times,
my  wife  doesn’t  have  to  go  
out in the cold to work. She
doesn’t  have  to  freeze.  
Sorry…Sometimes, I hate
the  winter,  even  though  it’s  
beautiful. She leaves at 6am,
and  I  ‘m  still  in  bed. I feel
guilty.

VISUALS

SOUND

EXT. ROAD.DAY
Medium: Frank leans out
the window of a moving
van. singing, making victory
and middle finger signs.
Medium: in the van, Stumpy
in foreground while Frank
in background. Stumpy is
very happy.
CU: A moving bus with
reflection on its windows.
Wide angle: two people
stand in front of a map.
More people walk on the
street of 798. People walk
on the street with art
festival bounder.
CU: festival bounder, an
exhibition guide map,
Stumpy’s  name  on  the  map.

Pop music
wind

Wide angle: Stumpy opens
the van to take his paintings
out. Stumpy’s  friend  
carries a big painting to the
gallery. Frank carries a
painting to the gallery.
INT, Gallery, day
Wide angle: Frank and
Stumpy put the big painting
against the wall.
Pan down from the ceiling
of the gallery to the
characters.
Stumpy is very busy on
laying out his paintings.
Medium: Stumpy stands in
front of the wall. Medium
shot, Interview.
fight with each other
around the wolves statue
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Scene 6: What do you think about four seasons? - continue
DIALOGUE
Stumpy’  voice  over:
She  doesn’t  want  me  to  sell  
my  paintings…  she  wants  to  
have an exhibit for them.
But  I  want  to  sell  them…just  
to free her.

VISUALS

SOUND

EXT. COURT YARD.DAY
Medium: Frank watches the
camera
Wide angle: Originality
Square of 798 with statues
of wolves. Camera moves
through the wolves to the
three men. Ian
pretend-fights Frank, then
he pretends to kiss Stumpy.
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Scene 7:  I’m  a  loser  with  love
DIALOGUE
Frank: Do you like the
filling?
Ian: Yes,  it’s  good.
Yunfei: You two are like a
couple!
Frank: Then who is the
wife?
Frank: What were you
going to say?
Ian: Did you get along with
your wife before?
Frank: Of course, you
didn’t  think  so?
Ian: No, I imagine you did.
Frank: She has a short
temper.
Ian: A short temper with
what?
Frank: Everything…  I  was  
weak-willed. My widow
mother arranged the
marriage.
Ian: Then  she  wasn’t  your  
type?
Frank: Not really.
Ian: Then what’s  your  type,  
a controlling woman?
Frank: it’s  hard  to  say.  I’m  a  
loser with love. I would do
lots of absurd
things…always  after  
drinking. Lots of selfish
things…that  if  she  knew  
about, it would hurt her.
But even though she
doesn’t  know…  it’s  still  
betrayal. Only now do I see
it’s  wrong.  My  eye  keeps  
twitching…  She  must  know  
I’m  talking  about  her!  You  
are like my interviewer.

VISUALS

SOUND

EXT. YARD.DAY
Wide angle: Frank is
making dumplings, while
Ian is eating sun flower
seeds at the table.
CU: Many angles of Frank’s  
hands with flour and
dumpling fillings.
Wide angle: Ian and Frank
sit at the table, click beer
bottles and drink.
Medium: Frank eats
dumplings.
Camera moves from Frank
to Ian. Ian is eating too.
Camera zooms out to show
the two.
Medium:  Over  Ian’s  
shoulder
Medium to CU: Frank is
talking
Wide shot of Beisi village
center, electricity wires in
the sky.
CU: the wires.

Music
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Scene 8: My Father is Jesus.
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND
Dog Barking

The three (sing): You
raped me, and left with a
smile!
Frank: Director, you raped
me with your camera!
Friend: What do you like
about that woman?
Frank: She is flirty.
Friend: Oh, that makes
sense.
Ian: He likes flirty women.
Frank: shut  up,  I’m  
ignoring you!
Ian: But you do!
Frank: So what, I have my
wife at home!
Friend: How do you think
ancient poets had success?
Because they had ties to the
royals.
Ian: You are too extreme.
Firend: Very few had
success without
connections.
Frank: We are already
successful!
Friend: Right!
Frank: I’m  the  shit  even  if  I  
just sit here.
Friend: So  you’re  
successful.
Frank: Damn right!
Frank: That confidence is
good!  Yeah,  I’m  the  shit!
Friend: You sure are!
Frank: My father is Jesus. I
don’t  need  anyone  else.
Yunfei: What did you say?
Frank: My father is Jesus

EXT. YARD.DAY
Wide angle: The moon in
the sky.
Frank Ian and a Friend sit
at a table drinking. They are
very happy.
Medium: Frank pees
CU:  Frank’s  face
Medium: the three sit at the
table.
Wide shot: The moon
Medium: Suddenly Frank
exclaims that his father is
Jesus, half in English, half in
Chinese.
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Scene 8: My Father is Jesus-continue-1
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND
Dog Barking

Frank
My  father  is  Jesus!  I’m  the  
prince. Drinking alone in
winter,  I  had  no  hope…then  
I opened the Bible!
Friend: How can you have
no hope?
Frank: I thought I was
dying,  I  couldn’t  sleep!
I felt being alive was
nonsense! I read the Bible,
the New Testament.
Friend: Are you drunk?
Frank: No! My father is
Jesus. He gives me life.
Friend: You’re  sure  you’re  
not drunk?
Frank: My father is Jesus.
Every message He gives
me…is  so  powerful.   My
father died when I was
seven, understand?
“Blessed  are  the  poor,  in  
spirit…for  theirs  is  the  
Kingdom  of  Heaven…”
Frank: How do you read
this character?
Ian: Ask  him,  he’s  better  
educated.
Frank: “Blessed  are  they  
that  mourn…for  they  shall  
be  comforted…that  ye  resist  
not evil.. but whosoever
shall  smite  thee…on  thy  
right cheek, turn to him the
other  also…And  if  any  man  
shall sue thee at the
law…and  take  away  thy  
coat…let  him  have  thy  cloak  
also.”

EXT. YARD.NIGHT
Medium shot: Frank stares
at the camera.
Medium: Frank and friend
talk with each other.
Frank reads the Bible. He
doesn’t know a character.
He checks with Ian. Ian
doesn’t  know  either. The
friend gives him a wrong
answer very surely.
Medium shot: Frank keeps
reading the Bible.
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Scene 8: My Father is Jesus-continue-2
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

Frank
“I  say  unto  you,  Take  no  
thought…”
Frank: The power is off! Ian,
go get some candles, I knew
the power would go out!
Frank:  “For  your  heavenly  
Father  knoweth…that  ye  
have need for all these
things. But seek ye first the
kingdom  of  God…and  his  
righteousness…and  all  
these things shall be added
unto you. Take therefore no
thought for the
morrow…for  the  morrow  
shall  take  thought…of  
things unto itself.
Sufficient…unto  the  day  is  
the  evil  thereof.”

EXT. YARD.NIGHT
Medium shot: Frank reads
the Bible in the yard.
The power goes off.
Black frame.
Medium shot: Ian holds
candles while Frank is still
reading the Bible.
Dissolve to black.

SOUND
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Scene 9: what a great idea!
DIALOGUE

Frank: Let’s  write  it.
Frank: What a beautiful
card!
Frank: Hey,  Ba,  it’s  me,  are  
you home? The three of us
are coming together
tomorrow. I have a big gift
for you! You will be
surprised!
Frank: What a great idea!
Frank: OK.
Landlord: OK,  I’m  leaving
Frank: Stay longer!
Landlord: I have things to
do.
Yunfei: Wait, stay longer!
Frank: They are from China
Central TV. OK, see you.
Frank: What do you think
he meant?
Ian: He wants to kick you
out.
Yunfei: When does your
lease expire?
Frank: I should have paid
the  rent…  but  I’m  not  going  
to run away. I need an
extention. But he never
pushed me to pay. He must
be drunk.

VISUALS

SOUND

Animation sequences
Frank’s  friend  Ba  invites  
him  to  his  daughter’s  
wedding. Frank doesn’t  
want to give money as a gift,
so instead he writes an
invitation  for  Ba  to  his  son’s  
wedding. The invitation
says  that  Ba  won’t  have  to  
give  Frank’s  son  a  gift  at  his  
wedding  either.  Frank’s  son  
isn’t  actually  engaged.
EXT. YARD.DAY
Medium: Frank and Ian sit
at the table.
CU:  Frank’s  hand  and  the  
invitation card.
Medium shot: Frank holds
the card and watches it.
Frank calls Ba.
Frank stands up, the
camera follows him.
CU of Ian.
Medium: Frank is very
happy, he smiles with his
idea.
Medium shot: Che
Guevara T-shirt
Corn in twilight
Wide shot: Frank, Ian and
landlord sit at the table.
CU of Ian
CU of Frank

Dog barks
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Scene 9: what a great idea!-continue-2
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

Friend: Just move out, find
a new place.
Frank: There is no rush. I
won’t  be  a  problem.
Ian: Yeah,  don’t  worry  
about it.
Frank: Well I am, a little bit.
What does that song say?
The  one  where  the  man’s  
father  dies…and  the  mother  
remarries…
Ian: Yeah, and the wife
leaves…  and  the  child  is  
taken away.
Friend: Owing someone is
never good. The power is
always on his side. Even if
he  didn’t  care…his  family  
would still be mad.
Frank: How about you two
to be my mediators?
Friend: It would definitely
not work. He could get
¥8,000  per  year…for  this  
house, and you only pay
half…It  would  be  hard  for  
him  to  raise  your  rent…but
easy to get more from
someone else. So you fold.
Frank: We will see.
“Sufficient  unto  the  day  is
the  evil  itself…”
Friend: So  then  pray…I’m  
sure it will work like the
Europeans’…  prayer  kept  
Hitler from taking over.
Frank: It does work, I trust
in the lord!
Friend: Then show me,
pray,  and…  the  rent  will  fall  
out of the sky for you!

EXT. YARD.NIGHT
Wide angle: Frank, Ian and
Frank’s  friend  sit  in  the  
yard. They are talking about
Frank’s  situation.
Zoom in to medium: Frank
stands while his friend sits.
Medium shot: Frank solo
Medium shot: Ian solo
Medium shot: the three sit
at the table.
Medium shot: Frank is
listening.

SOUND
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Scene 10: Fuck! Another Expense!
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND
Vender sound

Frank: Who is this? Zhan?
Frank: Oh, OK, when?
October 10th?
Frank: All right, got it.
Frank: motherfucker!
Frank: Zhan is getting
married on Sunday!
Ian: Oh really? Did he text
you?
Frank: No, he called. Fuck,
there’s  another  expense!
Frank: Hey, Ba,
Congratulations!
Friend and ian:
Congratulations.
Ba: Thank you.

EXT. ROAD.DAY
Medium shot: Ian closes
and locks the door of yard
21. Camera follows the two
walking on the road.
Wide angle: The village
market. A vender comes by
the foreground. Frank, Ian
and their friend are waiting
for the bus. Stumpy comes
by on a bicycle. Bus comes.
High angle: Ian walks in
Beijing City.
Wide angle: The three walk
on the street. Frank is
sneezing.
High angle: Frank walks,
picks up a phone call.
CU:  Frank’s  legs  and  feet.
High angle: Frank looks at
camera and says
motherfucker.
Camera follows Ian and
Frank.
Medium: Frank and Ian
tease with each other.
Wide angle: outside of Rock
Café.
INT. HARD ROCK CAFÉ.
DAY
Wide shot of the hall with
many guests.
A moving shot of the photos
on the table. Frank and Ian
sign on the red board.
Quick zoom in: Frank puts
cash in a red envelope.
CU: hands writing.
CU: another angle of the
writing.
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Scene 10: Fuck! Another Expense!-continue-2
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

The host: Ladies and
Gentlemen…the  ceremony  
will begin shortly…  Now  as  
you  look  into  each  other’s  
eyes…with  the  deepest  
emotion. Please interlock
your arms and take your
champagne…  Let’s  bless  
them!
Frank: one pill or two?

INT. HARD ROCK
CAFÉ.DAY
Wide angle: The wedding
hall with guests.
Medium shot of Elvis
portrait on the glass wall.
The groom puts a ring on
the  bride’s  finger. The
groom and the bride kiss.
The groom and the bride
interlock their arms and
drink champagne.
The bride lights a cigarette
for Frank.
Medium shot: Frank coughs
and sneezes.
Frank eats pills.
Medium: The groom carries
the bride in front of the
guests.
Medium: Frank and Ian left
the hall. Frank and Ian are
waiting a bus at a bus
station.
High angle: Frank lies on
the back of a seat.
Reverse angle of this.

SOUND

INT.
BEDROOM.DAY-NIGHT
Frank is lying in bed, he
coughs, he is sick.
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Scene 11: he  is  not  sick,  just  don’t  drink  enough  beer!
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

Landlord’s  son: Years ago,
nobody lived here. Folks
came here fleeing the
emperor’s  wrath.  At  least  
this place was far from him.
If ever the emperor was not
happy, anyone nearby
might get killed. Everyone
who came here was poor.
When I was a kid, there
were skulls all around the
fields. This village is like a
cemetery. The bodies made
the grass grow high. And
Beijing grows fast, at the
expense of pollution. The
canal was clean when I was
a kid. You could see the fish
in it. But today, if you put a
turtle in the river, it would
die from pollution. But now
the biggest issue here is
healthcare. Seeing the
doctor is a huge expense
that  you  can’t  bargain  over.  
For instance, you get
gastritis, and you go to the
hospital,  there’s  a  ¥30,000  
deposit. But you have only
¥3,000,  they’ll  just  kick  you  
out. But abroad, treatment
doesn’t  coast  a  cent.  You  
pay only when you get a
cold. They pay for the big
diseases. But our
population is so big, if
someone gets the plague,
let them die! The army can
just quarantine them. Why
would you try to save
them?

EXT. YARD.NIGHT
Wide shots, many angles:
The  landlord’s  son  sits  and  
talks with Ian at the table,
they drink tea, and smoke.
CU: Ian.
CU:  landlord’s son’s  hands
CU: tea pot on the table.
Medium shot of Ian smokes
and listens.
Medium  shot  of  landlord’s  
son.
Medium shot: over the
landlord’s  son’s  shoulder
Medium  shot:  Over  Ian’s  
shoulder

SOUND
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Scene 11: he is not sick, just don’t  drink enough beer!-continue-2
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND
TV show

The  landlord’s  son: The
government is so
hypocritical. Right? Why
would they? Just let them
die…And  worse,  even  the  
smallest official is corrupt.
If all the dirty money was
given back, our quality of
life would be doubled. An
honest  official  doesn’t  exist  
anymore.  If  you’re  the  
honest  one,  you’re  the  
weakest link in the chain of
corruption.
Ian: You know, Frank is
sick over this eviction. He
got a fever.
The  landlord’s  son: It’s  not
the eviction, Frank just
didn’t  enough  beer.
Ian: In the end, the issue is
the  house.  Let’s  level  with  
one  another.  It  was  Frank’s  
mistake,  he  didn’t  take  this  
seriously.
The  landlord’s  son:  It’s  not  
only about rent, the
neighbors complain a lot.
You shouldn’t  disturb  them,  
they have to work.
Stumpy: Apparently, we
should respect the
neighbors.
Frank: So how was your
exhibition?
Stumpy: Good.
Frank: Any interest?
Stumpy: One gallery may
come to look. They said
they wish my big painting
was longer.

EXT. YARD.NIGHT
Medium shot: Ian pours
water  to  the  landlord’s  
son’s  cup.
CU: the tea cup
Medium  shot:  over  Ian’s  
shoulder.
Medium shot of the son.
INT. BEDROOM.NIGHT
Wide angle: Frank lying in
bed, Ian puts a cold cloth on
his head.
Wide angle: Frank, Ian and
Stumpy  stay  in  Frank’s  
bedroom.
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Scene 11:  he  is  not  sick,  just  don’t  drink  enough  beer!-continue-3
DIALOGUE

VISUALS

SOUND

Stumpy: …Because  then  
they could sell it as a shelf! I
was  left  speechless!  I  don’t  
think  I’ll  deal  with  them.

INT. BEDROOM.NIGHT
Medium of Ian
Medium shot of the three
Medium shot of Frank

TV show

Frank: Guys, stop filming,
go to bed!
Yunfei: Talk more about
the landlord’s  son!
Frank: Oh,  I  don’t  want  to  
talk  about  him,  he’s  a  
motor-mouth! He thinks he
knows everything. A
person’s  value  doesn’t  
come from his ability to talk!
And  he  is  dirty.  He’s  always  
in slippers.
Yunfei: But today, he had
leather shoes.
Frank: Oh, they must have
been on sale then.
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The Ending
DIALOGUE

VISUALS
EXT.VILLAGE. DAY
Medium shot: flowers and
vegetables on walls, old
ladies sitting outside,
President  Hu’s  portrait  and  
Chairman  Mao’s  portrait  on  
the street, A little boy
drives a toy car, another
boy looks at the camera, an
advertisement on the wall,
a chimney with smokes,
speakers on a high pole,
airplane in the twilight sky,
a painting by Frank.

SOUND
Vender
sound,
Music
Dog barks

The camera moves from
Frank in bed to outside,
through the yard, to the
door of yard 21.
The door is closed
Black: Upon his recovery
from the flu a week later,
Frank was forced to leave
Yard  21  after  seven  years…
Frank, Ian and their friend
dance under a wall.
Credits…
Copyright statement
FADE OUT
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